Class of 1980

In alphabetical order:

Steve Bartlett
Josh Brick
Kurt Coleman
Ellen Craddock
Thomas Drybough
James E. Fahey, III
Wendy Finger
George Gittleman
D. Giles Groff
Edward Jay
Laurie Marx

Jeff Richardson
Edward Schwab
Thomas H. Shelby
Erick Simon
Brad Smith
Beth Perry Spalding
Cindy Starks
Peter Torsch
Maurice Ungaro
Henry B. Wallace
The Day Begins
With A Commute
Into the City

TARC is jammed full in the mornings with lawyers and businessmen headed for their high-rise offices, clerks going to downtown stores, suburban commuters preparing for a day of work or shopping in the city, and St. Francis High students going to school.

The interstates are clogged, cars crawl along, pointed toward the distant skyline. Parents going to work drop off their kids within walking distance of 3rd and Broadway. Upperclassmen carpool with their friends, taking turns finding parking space in pay lots. The day is beginning. Louisville is coming awake, and St. Francis High students, like adults who work in the city, commute in as part of their daily schedule.

For some, coming into school is a bit of a hassle. Brad Smith sometimes spends 45 minutes on Rte. 64, driving to and from Jeffersontown. The express bus from Holiday Manor seldom has seating by the time Natalie Morguelan and Ruth Drasin get on, which means a long ride down Rte. 71 standing in the aisle, swaying around corners. If he's a little late, Will Foster sometimes finds it hard to find a good parking space in the 50-cent lot behind Portland Federal. But dealing with the commute is part of the St. Francis experience.

(top): Waiting for the Broadway bus.
(right): Suzanne pays her dime.